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An IPO opportunity in the helium space
Georgina Energy is an energy company offering investors exposure to an
increasingly supply-constrained commodity - helium.
The company is in the process of acquiring the licence on a major project in the
Northern Territory, Australia, with substantial helium potential. The company
will seek to raise up to £10mln via an LSE Main Market listing in autumn
2019, with the proceeds to be used to complete the licence acquisition and to
begin developing the project. We expect the publication of the initial public
offering (IPO) prospectus within the coming weeks.
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In our detailed initiation report – “Georgina Energy; upcoming IPO”, 09
September 2019 – we examined the helium market drivers and the details
of the EP127 Georgina Project. In this update, we provide some additional
details on the supply and demand dynamics of the helium market.

The drivers of the helium market
Helium is an important industrial gas with applications in medical, industrial and
technology industries (details on p2). There is a limited global supply of helium,
with growing demand and no direct substitute available. The critical importance
of helium has led to the US government placing restrictions on exports.
Furthermore, the American Medical Association has called for restrictions even
on domestic use, to prioritise medical applications. The tightness of supply and
growth in demand have led to a 324% rise in the helium price over the last 10
years (Bureau of Land Management data).
Supply constraint
Major sources of helium globally (more detail p2) include the Federal Helium
Reserve (FHR) in Texas. The FHR has held annual auctions over the last five years
that have provided a global pricing benchmark for helium. This auction has been
discontinued and will not take place this year, with the expectation that private
sales from the FHR will fully exhaust its helium assets in the next two years. The
absence of an auction means that there is no pricing benchmark, but we believe
that the FHR’s exit from the market could potentially spark an upward squeeze
in private selling prices globally.
Demand drivers
Major demand drivers (details p2/3) include MRI machines for medical
diagnostics, applications in electronics manufacture, and various industrial uses
for helium. In this report, we provide a snapshot of one particular segment within
the industrial helium market – aerospace and space technology. We note the
recent news that Reaction Engines will be progressing its project to produce
a high-speed aircraft propulsion system using advanced super-cooling systems
based on helium.
Overall, we believe that the combination of acute supply constraint and growth
in demand for helium provides a favourable market environment for Georgina
Energy’s helium extraction project, and for the company’s IPO.
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Helium supply versus demand
Helium is an essential industrial gas, with numerous critical applications; however,
the available supply of helium is expected to lag behind demand growth in the
coming years.
The following chart shows the global supply/demand balance for helium. We
argue that these dynamics are very supportive of the business case for Georgina
Energy.

Helium supply/demand
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Source: US Geological Survey

Three sources dominate the world helium
market. Alternative sources must be found

Some 75% of the world’s helium supply comes from three sources: Ras Laffan
Industrial City in Qatar; ExxonMobil in Wyoming, United States of America; and
the US Bureau of Land Management ("BLM") operated US Federal Helium Reserve
in Amarillo, Texas, United States of America.
The Federal Helium Reserve is undergoing a process of liquidating its assets
under the terms of the Helium Stewardship Act of 2013. An annual auction has
taken place over the last five years, and the last auction (September 2018) saw
the price increase by 135% compared with the previous year. There are to be
no further auctions, with the remaining helium being sold by private sale with a
target of fully liquidating the reserve by 2021.
The ExxonMobil site in Wyoming is considered to be a depleting source and is
included within the black line in the above chart.
Meanwhile, the Qatari supply comes from very low concentrations of helium
extracted from natural gas. There is no way of 'squeezing out' more helium
from these sources.
Demand drivers:

Demand is driven by high-tech, fast
growing applications for helium

Demand for helium is driven by several industrial applications. These include
(percentages from the US Geological Survey):

• MRI scanners - 30% of global demand. In medical MRI scanners, liquid

helium is used to cool the super-conducting coils. There are no currently used
alternatives to helium, and the demand for these devices continues to grow
strongly, particularly in emerging markets such as India and China.
• Lifting gas - 17% of demand. Helium is used in lighter-than-air systems such
as aerostats for weather monitoring.
• Analytical & Laboratory - 14%. For example, helium is used as an inert
'carrier' in gas chromatography.
• Welding - 9%. Prevents hot metals from reacting with elements in the air.
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• Others - Engineering and science 6%, Semiconductor manufacture 5%,
Leak detection 5%, Hard drive & Tech 14%

These applications are weighted towards high technology and high growth end
markets. Furthermore, many of these applications have significant barriers to the
substitution of helium with other gases, in terms of the actual physics of the gas
or the cost of redesigning complex systems to accommodate a substitute.
Recent news flow has increased market awareness of certain applications within
the Engineer and Science segment, specifically in aerospace/space projects. In
September 2019 a company called Reaction Engines in the UK announced the
next steps in its project to produce a hybrid jet/rocket engine for aircraft. The
technology would allow flights from London to Sydney in 4 hours. The engine uses
helium in its super-cooling system.

The Sabre engine

Source: Reaction Engines

Even if the Sabre engine is never used in civil aircraft, we note that Reaction
Engines has partnerships with BAE Systems and Rolls Royce, which could lead to
applications for the engine, or for the super-cooling system, in military or space
projects.
Other aerospace/space uses of helium include Elon Musk’s SpaceX rocket
programme. This is already fully operational in delivering payloads to the
International Space Station, and satellites into orbit, and SpaceX has plans
for vehicles to reach deeper space. The SpaceX family of rockets uses helium
pressurisation in its fuel delivery system.
Space and aerospace are examples of newer applications which are driving
demand for helium and where helium would be very difficult to substitute.
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General Disclaimer and copyright
LEGAL NOTICE – IMPORTANT – PLEASE READ
Proactive Research is a trading name of Proactive Investors Limited which is regulated and authorised by the Financial Conduct
Authority (FCA) under firm registration number 559082. This document is published by Proactive Research and its contents have not
been approved as a financial promotion by Proactive Investors Limited or any other FCA authorised person. This communication is
made on the basis of the 'journalist exemption' provide for in Article 20 of The Financial Services and Markets Act 2000 (Financial
Promotion) Order 2005 and having regard to the FCA Rules, and in particular PERG 8.12.
This communication has been commissioned and paid for by the company and prepared and issued by Proactive Research for
publication. All information used in the preparation of this communication has been compiled from publicly available sources that
we believe to be reliable, however, we cannot, and do not, guarantee the accuracy or completeness of this communication.
The information and opinions expressed in this communication were produced by Proactive Research as at the date of writing and
are subject to change without notice. This communication is intended for information purposes only and does not constitute an
offer, recommendation, solicitation, inducement or an invitation by, or on behalf of, Proactive Research to make any investments
whatsoever. Opinions of and commentary by the authors reflect their current views, but not necessarily of other affiliates of
Proactive Research or any other third party. Services and/or products mentioned in this communication may not be suitable for all
recipients and may not be available in all countries.
This communication has been prepared without taking account of the objectives, financial situation or needs of any particular
investor. Before entering into any transaction, investors should consider the suitability of the transaction to their individual
circumstance and objectives. Any investment or other decision should only be made by an investor after a thorough reading of the
relevant product term sheet, subscription agreement, information memorandum, prospectus or other offering document relating to
the issue of securities or other financial instruments.
Nothing in this communication constitutes investment, legal accounting or tax advice, or a representation that any investment or
strategy is suitable or appropriate for individual circumstances or otherwise constitutes a personal recommendation for any specific
investor. Proactive Research recommends that investors independently assess with an appropriately qualified professional adviser,
the specific financial risks as well as legal, regulatory, credit, tax and accounting consequences.
Past performance is not a reliable indicator of future results. Performance forecasts are not a reliable indicator of future
performance. The investor may not get back the amount invested or may be required to pay more.
Although the information and date in this communication are obtained from sources believed to be reliable, no representation is
made that such information is accurate or complete. Proactive Research, its affiliates and subsidiaries do not accept liability for loss
arising from the use of this communication. This communication is not directed to any person in any jurisdiction where, by reason of
that person's nationality, residence or otherwise, such communications are prohibited.
This communication may contain information obtained from third parties, including ratings from rating agencies such as Standard
& Poor's, Moody's, Fitch and other similar rating agencies. Reproduction and distribution of third-party content in any form is
prohibited except with the prior written consent of the related third-party. Credit ratings are statements of opinion and are not
statements of fact or recommendations to purchase, hold or sell securities. Such credit ratings do not address the market value of
securities or the suitability of securities for investment purposes, and should not be relied upon as investment advice.
Persons dealing with Proactive Research or members of the Proactive Investors Limited group outside the UK are not covered by the
rules and regulations made for the protection of investors in the UK.
Notwithstanding the foregoing, where this communication constitutes a financial promotion issued in the UK that is not exempt
under the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000 or the Orders made thereunder or the rules of the FCA, it is issued or approved
for distribution in the UK by Proactive Investors Limited.
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